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For decades, innovations in social, corporate, private and  
personal technologies have been weighed in “party” groups of politics.    
Inspired by working with policy-makers and the lack of openness 
and understanding, the author breaks down the final decisions  
that we all face or pay for in life at the intersection of scientific positive  
psychology and  “family” law v. law. (A.K.A. “adult fighting files,” or  
concrete misery v. concrete relief situations). Although more child safety files that 
this book develops do not always mean better quality decisions or safer 360-degree solutions to 
difficult 180-degree problems, the same “side-law” saga can be played out at will to show proof 
that it improves lives, community well-being, and safer resolutions from policy-makers. 
Innovating the final decisions at the steering wheels of county courthouses, statehouses, and 
any other board of government.  

Law & Side-Law shows the readers how to pivot family hostility (think horse and buggy) tanks 

towards family empathy (think advanced luxury car) acts. These heroes at law, who previously 

found themselves at the dead-end intersections of no-win situations, will enjoy an easier way. 

Like riding in a sports car while others are stuck in a horse and buggy always fighting about 

who's going to be the horse and who's going to be the buggy.  

So, laugh your way from distress to showing clarity. Past the un-kept fields of rabbit holes and 
into the luscious plains of grass. Saving the princess of data, while shielding through the firing 
lines of 180° divisional problems. Enjoying the sweet smell of happiness with easy 360° safer 
solutions for all. Law & Side-Law offers readers hope and healing at the intersection of law v. 
law, and policy v. policy - where the dear and healthy nuclear families roam.     

Law & Side-Law is published by Clean Law. 
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About the Author  

After his first dead-end situation learning the hard, losing a child way,  

that the scientific law practice he learned in engineering school was different  

than the unscientific “law” in family court and politics, Aaron W. Wemple had  

an inkling of taking a stand to practice side-law instead.   
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